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Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) is the best tool to probe proton structure

LO expressions for illustration of 

the main dependencies on parton

distribution functions (PDFs)

NC

CC
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Final inclusive data from all HERA running
~500pb-1 per experiment  split ~equally between e+ and e- beams: DESY-15-039

10 fold increase in e- compared to HERA-I

Running at  Ep = 920, 820, 575, 460 GeV

√s = 320, 300, 251, 225 GeV

0.045 < Q2 < 50000 GeV2 6. 10-7 < xBj < 0.65  

The HERA-II data had polarised electron 

beams about 300pb-1 per experiment

With polarisations of the order of 25-35% 

ranging roughly equal between left-handed 

and right-handed 

ZEUS

H1
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The neutral current NC cross sections are given by 

In this expression the structure functions can be separated into contributions from γ

exchange, Z exchange and γ/Z interference

Where ΔR accounts for radiative 

corrections using the EPRC program of 

Spiesberger

=0.22333

The structure functions are given 

in terms of EW couplings to the 

parton densities vu,ad,vu,vd

(LO expression)
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Decompose the NC cross sections into polarised and unpolarised pieces. Cross 

sections are related to parton distribution functions PDFs and electroweak parameters
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SM values 

LO expressions 

for illustration
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A simultaneous NLO QCD and LO EW fit of PDF parameters and electroweak 

parameters is performed in order to assess the uncertainty on the EW 

determinations due to uncertainty on PDFs.  

The QCD part of the analysis follows the framework of the HERAPDF2.0, including 

the form of the χ2 and the accounting for correlated experimental uncertainties

The central parametrisation is given here but 

Model uncertainties due to variation of:

Q2
min, mc,mb,fs

Parametrisation uncertainties due to variation 

of Q2
0 and addition of extra parameters in the 

multiplying polynomial  

The EW part of the analysis replaces the SM expressions for the NC coupling 

parameters with free parameters au, ad, vu, vd

The charged current cross sections are also used to determine the PDFs

LO expressions 

for illustration

These cross sections also contribute to the determination of Mw

and sin2θW through the propagator AND 

See talk of K Wichmann
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A simultaneous QCD and EW fit- called HHEW- was done to the HERA inclusive e+ p 

and e- p NC and CC cross sections for the PDF parameters and the NC electroweak 

couplings. H1 and ZEUS data are used uncombined.
The polarised data for H1 are used as published. The polarised data of ZEUS have updated 

polarisations as published in the ZEUS-EW analysis.

Extra uncertainties were added to the ZEUS uncorrelated systematics to account for uncertainties 

on EW corrections, equivalent to uncertainties already considered by H1 

The description of the data is illustrated here for the NC e+ data for ZEUS and H1

The χ2/ndf = 3556/3231 =1.10 
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The PDFs are similar to those of HERAPDF2.0
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The correlations of the PDF parameters and the electroweak parameters are weak
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The electroweak parameters are given here and compared to ZEUS-EW-Z ( see talk of 

K Wichmann) and to fits with fixed PDFs, both HERAPDF2.0 and a dedicated PDF fit to 

the HH-EW data HH-13p

The model and parametrization uncertainties are evaluated as well as the experimental 

uncertainties from the central fit and these are included in the total uncertainties.

The uncertainties are asymmetric. Two dimensional scans were performed to obtain 

profile likelihood contours at 68%CL. At each point of the scan the χ2 is minimised wrt

the other parameters.
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The improvement from using ALL HERA polarised data compared to using just ZEUS 

polarised data is also illustrated. 

It is the uncertainties on vu and vd which have reduced, as expected since there is more 

information from polarisation in a fit to both ZEUS and H1 polarised data

Central values have also shifted somewhat- see talk of K Wichmann on separate 

ZEUS and H1 analyses

The results of the two dimensional scans are shown here, together with slightly 

extended contours for variation of model and parametrisation assumptions 
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It is the uncertainties on vu and vd which have reduced, as expected 

since there is more information from polarisation in a fit to both ZEUS 

and H1 polarised data
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And let us compare the results with other world data
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And let us compare the results with other world data
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Summary

A combined QCD and electroweak fit to all available HERA inclusive DIS cross sections

taking into account beam polarisation for both ZEUS and H1 data gives results on the 

couplings of the Z boson to u and d-type quarks, which are the most precise values 

coming from a single process for the u-type couplings.

The correlations between the PDF parameters and electroweak couplings are weak 

and the resulting PDFs are compatible with the HERAPDF2.0
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